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THE COMPANY 

Nova Oculus Partners is partnering with

StarFish Medical to bring a state of the 

art medical device system called Nova

Oculus III to the global market. 

With the launch of this system,

hundreds of thousands of dry Age-

Related Macular Degeneration (aka

AMD) patients will be treated over

several years across multiple countries.

NOIII device usage is critical for NOP’s

financial model.  

THE PROBLEM 

NOIII Treatment Generator has

treatment usage data that can be sent

to a mobile (android based) tablet over

a Bluetooth connection. In order to

further process this usage data for NOP’s

revenue generation, an NOP app

(Uplinker app) was needed to be

created for sending this usage data to a

cloud based NOP Server app over a WiFi

connection. To accomplish this, NOP

needed to hire mobile and server side

developers from GOLS Inc. This team

provided design, development, quality

assurance and deployment activities of

quality code so that NOP was able to

achieve a higher success rate in billing

the usage data from the devices. 

THE SOLUTION 

Starting March 2018, NOP commenced

its design and development of the NOP

app (mobile and server app) with a set

of developers provided by GOLS

Consulting. These developers were to

provide design, development, quality

assurance, and deployment activities for

the NOP III Uplinker and Server 

subsystems.  

GOLS Inc’s Seattle also provided an

onshore based account manager who

worked directly with NOP’s Woodland

Hills, CA based VP of engineering to

appropriately manage these resources,

which attended a daily to weekly team

meeting to handover the completed

activities and discuss and receive system

wide requirements.  
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Generator’s ability to be able to pair

over a Bluetooth connection with the

mobile app. 

Generator’s ability to send

connection request and usage data

transfer to the mobile. 

Generator’s ability to retry this

connection and transfer in event of

connection failure. 

Generator to Mobile App and Mobile

App to Server app communication

must be secured 

GOLS Inc’s ability to provide

appropriate mobile and server side

developers. 

Stakeholders at GOLS and NOP to

make sure requirements are clearly

understood. 

The Manager in Delhi office will

provide day time support for any

handoffs required to NOP. 

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS

NOP Mobile App must provide a way

to pair with NOIII Generator over

Bluetooth

NOP Mobile App must listen for a

connection request from the

generator

On an established connection with

the generator, NOP App will receive

usage data

The NOP Mobile App will have ability

to store the data in offline mode

The NOP Mobile App will be able to

transfer the data over a WiFi

connection to a NOP Server App

The Server app will provide APIs for

mobile app to receive usage data

The server app will also provide APIs

for mobile app to identify if a

particular device is configured at

billing system and can be used for

treatment based on available credit

The server app will also provide UI for

billing and accepting payment for

device usage credits

The server app will also provide an

interface (API) where a device

manufacturer can provision devices

using a QR code

HIGH LEVEL SCOPE 

This was a mobile app and server app

project that needed to interface with an

embedded medical device component.

NOP's requirements were as follows:


